
A2 INDUCTION 2020
WELCOME TO ENGLISH LANGUAGE ☺

Teachers :                       
Mrs Fleming, Mrs 
Bryden, Mrs Clintworth.

There will be summer 
work – reporting back 
on a language issue or 
topic of your choice for 
5 mins in September. 
This opening session 
will give you some 
ideas and there is more 
guidance about this 
and the course in the  
digital handbook to 
follow after this 
session via email.



2018 2019 2020

A*/A 39 54 46

A*-B 76 85 77

At or above 
target grade

94 100 100

National 
ALPS rating 
(value add)

2 = 
outstanding

1 = 
outstanding

2=
outstanding

RECENT RESULTS AT RALPH ALLEN SCHOOL FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE A2



English 
Language 
goes well with 
your other 
post 16 
courses – so 
how will it help 
you post 18 ?

 A2 results have outstanding value add – we work hard

 Support to applications including in recent years Linguistics, 
Languages, English Literature, Law, Psychology, Sociology, 
Medicine

 Possible careers in creative industries, publishing, journalism/new 
media, human resources, medicine, linguistics, teaching, speech 
therapy.

 Coursework (NEA) supports university style learning

 We invite university speakers, attend conferences live and online.

• 2019 Dan Clayton, Cambridge University 
Press author.  

• 2020 Dr Marcus Tomalin, Cambridge 
University.

• 2021  Lancaster University online lecture 
and EMC  Virtual Conference



Year 12 study

 Metalanguage – the words about words you need for the course

 Lexis ( vocabulary) and grammar of British English

 How language use is affected by accent and dialect, gender, 
sexuality, age, ethnicity…and by whether language is spoken 
or written, formal or informal, appears in a particular genre or 
form of communication…and who might be receiving it, and 
where…

 How to tackle exam questions and showcase your skills.

A2 is VERY DIFFERENT to 
GCSE for Language –
treat it as a new subject

You will be expected to 
participate positively in 

lessons, contribute, listen and 
build thoughtfully on the ideas 

shared. Group work counts!



Investigating 
language-
meanings and 
representations

The following examples are typical 
lesson starters or discussion points. 
Be ready to contribute.



 England’s footballers should not 
take the knee, says Priti Patel

 Home Secretary's swipe at 'gesture 
politics' appears to contradict Boris 
Johnson's 'cheer them, not boo them' 
position

 ‘Daily Telegraph’ 14th June 2021

What does the verb phrase “ take the 
knee “ as a physical gesture or a 
political statement ? Why would it 
have different definitions or meanings 
in the UK and US?
How do Patel and Johnson use verbs 
differently in their view of Euro 2020?



How is the same 
national newspaper 
presenting these 
two events drawing 
large numbers of 
people together ? 
Think about the 
pictures, the words 
used to label each, 
any similarities and 
differences.
You should also 
consider this as an 
Instagram item –
from 9th June 2020. 
What is the 
viewpoint of the 
person posting?



Similar mass shots 
of crowds outside –
lack of distancing

Both reports from  
the same newspaper 

‘The Guardian’  
which is a centre-left 

paper.Wording different –
“defy” suggests 

testing or breaking 
rules , “enjoy” 

suggests enjoyment 
supported by                  

“ lockdown eases” -
relaxation

Lefthandside
labelled in red as 

“Race” and linked to 
political events –

lexical field of 
activism

You might have 
had other 

thoughts or 
questions – or built 

on the ideas of 
other students.



 June 2021 : pictures of Warleigh Weir have 
appeared in a number of UK newspapers and 
their websites this month.

 Some photos have accompanied positive 
stories and some negative – what sort of 
headlines and stories would you expect ? 

 Think of …

 Sunshine and temperatures rising

 Crowds of young people outside



 Covid woes have been forgotten this week as 
the summer weather began in earnest and 
people enjoyed time outside after an 
unseasonably cold and wet spring. 

 Pictured: A crowd at Warleigh Weir in Bath 
today

Daily Mail online  June 2021

Gathering of more than 100 caught playing music 
at beauty spot near Bath over Bank Holiday 
weekend
The gathering was in breach of lockdown 
restrictions
Somerset Live June 2021



Investigating 
different 
presentations 
of the same 
event

 Different representations of the same statue and its history 
follow. 

 How is it different each time? What is emphasized ? How?

 Look at the materials you have, think them through, look 
additional material up if you need to, check facts  - and be 
ready to feed back on how the statue is presented each time. 
You can use the posts section, choose ☺ or , or put a thumb 
up to agree in real life or with a symbol.



1: Victorian Statue, 1895

'Erected by / citizens of Bristol / as a 
memorial / of one of the most / virtuous and 
wise sons of / their city / AD 1895' and 'John 
Cassidy fecit'. On the west face, Colston 
dispenses charity to poor children; on the 
north he is shown at the harbour; on the 
east is a scene with marine horses, 
mermaids, and anchors.”
Source: Historic England website, accessed 14/6/2020



2 : 18th October 2018

More information : https://inspiringcity.com/2018/10/22/anti-slavery-
installation-appears-next-to-edward-colston-statue-in-bristol/

This installation appeared overnight before Anti-Slavery Day. 
The words around the outline of the ship include : “domestic 
servant”, “fruit picker” “nail bar worker” “sex worker” with 

“here and now” at the prow of the ship outline. 
It stayed in place for some time.

https://inspiringcity.com/2018/10/22/anti-slavery-installation-appears-next-to-edward-colston-statue-in-bristol/


3:Protesters interact with the statue June 2020

What does this action suggest as a comment on Edward Colston or  the issues raised at the BLM event ? 
Protesters knew these events would be photographed, filmed and shared on social media – that 
afternoon, events were shared instantly. What words might accompany this image?



“Message from Tripadvisor: Due to a recent event that 
has attracted media attention and has caused an influx of 
review submissions that do not describe a first-hand 
experience, we have temporarily suspended publishing 
new reviews for this listing. If you’ve had a firsthand
experience at this property, please check back soon -
we’re looking forward to receiving your review! “Source: 
Tripadvisor 14/6/20

If you wanted to research this and investigate more you could try… 
Banksy…social media…websites…political memes more generally… 
political language in the UK/US…language online versus language in 
print…regional differences…age …gender or sexuality…

On the afternoon of the statue’s toppling, 
Tripadvisor and Google maps showed the 
location of the statue in the middle of Bristol 
Harbour. 
The Wikipedia entry for Edward Colston “won 
the inaugural diving championship of 2020” All 
these comments were edited out the same day. 
Source : Mrs Bryden 7/6/2020 screenshots.

Trip Advisor removed 
reviews of Pizza Express 

in Woking after Prince 
Andrew mentioned it in 
his BBC interview about 
Epstein November 2019 



Getting ready 
to start A2 
English 
Language

 Use the Summer handbook to guide you. Buy the coursebook 
and stationery it suggests after your GCSE results. Start 
making notes on interesting word use from now !

 Find a topic, theme or issue that interests you, track it through 
July and August. Choices could  include : advertising/political  
campaigns, new words in circulation, shared creative responses 
to an event, different coverage of the same event, your choice 
of 5 worst or 5 best words/phrases of 2021, a longer response to 
a bridging unit that interested you, coinages linked to Corona 
virus or lockdown…

 Present your findings and views on these in a slideshow, as a 
short video ( 5 mins max) , as a word document or in some 
other easily shared format. Be ready to share with your new 
group and staff in September.



THANK YOU 
FOR COMING !
Any questions please to 
f.bryden@ralphallenschool.com

What do topical memes 
show about key words?

This word cloud is from ‘Young 
Scot’ – do lockdown words 

differ by age or region?

How are summer 2021 events represented in social  media ?

Ignore the Ton, I have 
known you since 
leading reins: dish the 
tea Eloise !

Is this really how everyone 
talks in Bath all the time ? 

Even in 1813 ??


